9.]	INTRODUCTION.	13
If the n—l functions uv u2, ......... , un^ be not independent
of one another then the proposition to be proved is at once granted;
we may therefore suppose them independent of one another.
Between the n functions u we can eliminate n — I of the
variables; if the remaining variable; say xn, be not thereby
eliminated the result may b'e written in the form
<wn = <£(X, Ma, ..., u^l9xj.
If the equation of condition be written in the form	'
we may write the theorem for the multiplication of determinants
in the form
9<X, ul2) ...... ,uj = d(ult u9, ...... >Mtt,1, j>)    9K,^2, ...... >un-i>®n)
The left-hand side is zero by hypothesis.    Since  the  functions
ult u^ ...... , unm-1 are independent, the first factor on the right-
f\ ,	**\ /	\
hand side is ~ ,^and the second is — V-11---^ ......... — ........... -^^r -    One  of
3a?M	^	^     3^, ^, ...,a;n.1)
these must therefore vanish. If it be the former, then ^> is ex-
plicitly independent of xn) so that t//n is a function of ul9 u^ ..., ww-1
only ; and there is thus a relation between the original n functions.
If it be the latter we have
.
3 (^!>  ^   ...... , ^n-J
an equation, which corresponds to the given equation of condition
but in which there are only n — I  functions of n — l variables,
since for the differentiations that now occur #n may be considered
a constant.   This is treated in the same mariner as before ; and we
should find either that there is a relation between uv u2, ..., un_x
considered as functions of &iy x2, ....... ®n_v or that a new equation
of condition involving n — 2 functions of n — 2 variables would
bold. If the relation between uiyuz) ..., ww-1 exist, it will be of the
form
^K,^, ......,wtt.l, a?J = 0;
which will involve a?n since we have assumed that wx, u2, ..., itn-1
are independent of one another. Between ^ == 0 and un = <j6 we can
eliminate a?n and obtain a relation between uv ut^ ..., t*w.

